
User Manual

Model Number：MR11M0189
MR11U0249



330LBS

Technical Specifications

Style  

Max 

 Brand RESHABLE

Sponge + oak wood +PU leather

contracted

330LBS

Material

 weight capacity 

Dear Customer,

a. The outer box is damaged.

c. The parts/accessories/assembly tools are missing.

b. The product is damaged/bent/cracked while you open the box.

e. The instructions are not clear and can not be referred to.

f. The product has functional problems.

g. Other aspects that you are not satisfied with.

d. The product is hard to assemble.

Thank you for your purchase. 
RESHABLE is created to be the perfect starting spot for any barbers. Supplying top-quality 
barber supplies like barber chairs, salon stations, rolling makeup cases, styling drawer 
cabinets, hair tool holders, and more, we help people to keep their barber store running 
with the best equipment at the most reliable prices. 

When you receive the product, please make sure that all the parts are intact. Then please 
browse the entire installation manual before assembly. If problems occur unsatisfactorily 
as follows:

Please do not hesitate to contact us for help (Be sure to mark the SKU NUMBER, e.g., 
MR11R0246, and the TRACKING NUMBER). Our RESHABLE team with factory direct 
after-sales service will reply within 24 hours and do our best to resolve the problem for you. 
Our service is available at any time. 

Sincerely,
RESHABLE Team

RESHABLE
for Profession and Creativity!
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You need 
2 2 persons are needed

A wrench & an 
allen key  are  

required for the 
assembly  of the 

product. (not included)

1 Tools required
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  Check the package contents before getting started !
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       Note: Please refer to the picture for the assembly 
direction of the foot lever. Do not install it in the wrong 
direction.
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Q: How to maintain the backrest and seat daily? 

A: The PU leather should be cleaned regularly. Spray a little of the leather care solution onto 
a sponge and then use the sponge to wipe the leather surfaces gently.

Q: How to maintain the hydraulic pump?

A: Keep the surfaces of the hydraulic pump (including the centre shaft) clean. Add some 
anti-rust oil to the cloth and then use the cloth to wipe the centre shaft gently.

Q: What is the weight limit for this chair?

A：150KG (330LBS).

Q: Can the chair be rotated 360 degrees?

A: Yes.

Q: What if the chair is difficult to rotate?

A: Please check whether the foot bar is stepped to the lowest. Then step the foot bar 
several times to lift the chair. It will be solve.

Q: How to prevent the chair from leaning forward?

A: When you sit on the chair and lean all your weight forward deliberately, the chair will 
indeed tilt. So please notice this point: if both your feet are on the footrest, please sit 
backward as far as you can; meanwhile, please ask the barber or someone else to step the 
foot bar and set the chair to the lowest when the guest sitting on the chair is ready to stand 
up. (Note: please remind guests not to stand on the footrest with both feet, please put one 
foot on the ground first.)

Q: If the chair keeps tilting and cannot be righted, what should I do?

A: In this case, there may be something wrong with the installation. Please check whether 
the pump pin is completely inserted into the holes of the bottom tray.

Q: What should I do when the seat cannot be lifted or lowered normally?

A: The hydraulic pump may be broken. Please replace it.

Dear Customer, if you have any advice or questions on the installation or product after 
receiving, please give us feedback as soon as possible. We will provide you with 
professional guidance. Please feel free to use it.
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Frequently Asked Questions


